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Motivation
• Legal case judgments are lengthy, unstructured, and intricate - summarization

is a practically important task.
• Most judgments in India are in complex English, whereas a large fraction

of India’s population lacks a strong command in English.
• There is a pressing need to provide summaries of legal case judgments

in Indian languages, to ensure equal access to justice.

Key Dataset Properties

• 3,122 case judgments from multiple High Courts and the Supreme Court of
India in English and abstractive summaries in both English & Hindi.

• Target summaries collected from a reputed website LiveLaw (https://www.
livelaw.in/), which publishes concise articles as a summary of judgments in
both English and Hindi.

• Summaries are a mixture of verbatim quotes from the source judgments and
simplified abstractive paragraphs drafted by Law practitioners.

• Coverage: 0.90, Density: 24.42, Compression Ratio: 1:6
• Train-Val-Test split ratio: 70:15:15

Example Data Point (EN judgment, EN article, HI article)

Paper Contact Information

Our Contributions

•MILDSum (Multilingual Indian Legal Document Summarization), the
first dataset for cross-lingual summarization in the Indian legal domain.

• We benchmark the performance of a wide range of summarizers over MILD-
Sum, considering two broad approaches – Summarize-then-Translate
pipeline, and Direct Cross-lingual Summarization.

Two approaches for cross-lingual summarization

Summarization Results

Model English Summary Hindi Summary
ROUGE-L BERTScore ROUGE-L BERTScore

Pipeline approach (Translation via IndicTrans)
SummaRuNNer [1] 30.34 84.13 24.55 74.30
LexRank 29.24 83.97 23.73 74.36
Legal-Pegasus 28.36 84.14 22.58 74.62
LongT5 23.47 83.90 20.34 75.70

Cross-lingual summarization (without translation)
CrossSum [2] – – 15.86 70.55
CrossSum-finetuned – – 20.68 75.05

Key Findings

• Translation introduces errors; need better Machine Translation
models in the legal domain.

• CrossSum-finetuned largely outperforms off-the-shelf CrossSum; demon-
strates the utility of our MILDSum corpus in en-
hancing cross-lingual summarization.

• Pipeline approach performs better than direct cross-lingual summarization
despite the errors in the Translation stage; need for better cross-
lingual summarizers in the legal domain.
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